Copyright, theses and espace
What are my copyright responsibilities associated with my thesis?
HDR students are responsible for managing their copyright obligations when producing their thesis
and making it publically available on espace – a University requirement for graduation.
In its broadest sense, managing your copyright obligations means you must:
1. Attribute all third party content e.g. material which you did not create
Acknowledge all third party copyright material in your thesis with a full bibliographic
citation. Acknowledging the source of material is standard academic practice and also a
requirement under the ‘moral rights’ provisions of the Copyright Act.
2. Obtain written permission to reuse third party content, where necessary.
All written permissions are to be documented in an appendix to your thesis.

When is it necessary to obtain copyright permission?
This is actually three interrelated questions:
1. Is the third party content covered by copyright?
2. Is the intended reuse of the content permitted under a copyright exception?
3. Is the intended reuse of the content permitted under the terms of the copyright licence
agreement?

Is third-party content covered by copyright?
Under Australian law material is automatically protected by copyright. Copyright generally lasts 70
years from the death of the creator, or from the date of first publication.
You don’t require further permission to reuse:
⋅

Content where copyright has expired. Once copyright has lapsed the work is considered to be in
the public domain and can be used without the copyright owner's permission.

Earlier works may no longer be protected by copyright, however determining if copyright has lapsed
is a complex matter. For assistance with copyright duration for works created more than 70 years
ago entering the public domain, contact Library-Copyright@curtin.edu.au

Is the intended reuse permitted under a copyright exception?
The Australian Copyright Act 1968 details specific circumstances were you may reuse third party
content without requiring written permission from the copyright holder. These specific
circumstances known as copyright exceptions, and the most relevant to HDR students are the Fair
Dealing exceptions for Criticism or Review.
The common Fair Dealing exception of “Research and Study” only applies for the thesis version you
submit for examination, provided only a reasonable portion of copyright material is reused. The
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Research & Study exception does not apply when seeking to reuse material in the public version of
your thesis deposited to espace.
You don’t require further permission to reuse:
⋅
⋅

Brief quotations from a publication, properly acknowledged and referenced.
Short extracts of text and occasional use of images provided these are the subject of critical
commentary or analysis in the thesis.

Is the intended reuse permitted under the terms of the copyright licence agreement?

Copyright sits on a continuum. For example ‘© Copyright. All rights reserved.’ requires you to
request permission for any reuse of the content not covered by a copyright exception.
However, not all copyright licences are as restrictive. Content can remain subject to copyright, and
the copyright owner may choose to pre-emptively grant permission for reuse under specific
conditions. Provided you reuse the content as permitted, no formal written permission from the
copyright holder is required.
Content licenced under Creative Commons is a great example of copyright holders granting the
public standardised permissions to use their creative work under copyright law. (Creative Commons
licenses are commonly used when publishing academic works as Open Access.) Similarly many
websites provide terms and conditions that allow re-use for specific purposes.
For any content reuse that is outside the conditions permitted, formal written permission will be
required.
Given copyright over third party content can sit anywhere along the above continuum, unpacking
copyright obligations can be complex.
You don’t generally require further permission to reuse:
⋅
⋅
⋅

Curtin material where the University owns the copyright and it is not confidential or sensitive
information.
Content licenced under Creative Commons and reused in accordance with licence conditions,
such as material published as Open Access.
Works where you are the sole author or one of the authors and have sufficiently retained your
copyright
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Written permission is generally required for the reuse of all other copyright content.
You DO require further permission to reuse:
⋅
⋅

⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅

Text, images, photographs, artwork, screen captures of software applications, etc. not expressly
contextualised within criticism or review.
Commercial products such as journal articles and surveys/questionnaires that are protected by
licence agreements, terms of use or End User Licence Agreements (EULAs). Publishers may
impose a charge for use of content.
Company reports, market research or industry analysis.
Material not publicly available such as letters or unpublished manuscripts.
Website content, even when no copyright symbol appears (©). Check website’s Terms of Use
for permitted reuse.
Content licenced under Creative Commons where reuse is not in accordance with licence
conditions.
Student’s own previously published content.

HDR students are strongly encouraged to manage their copyright obligations with the Thesis
Copyright Log. This document allows you to identify all third party content in your thesis and keep
track of your copyright permissions.

How do I obtain permission to reuse third party content?
The most effective means of obtaining permission to reuse third party content is via RightsLink or a
written permission request. You are recommended to allow plenty of time to seek and obtain
permission from copyright owners. Please note that in some cases, it may not be possible to obtain
permission or you may be asked to pay a licensing fee.

How do I obtain permission from RightsLink?
Copyright Clearance Center’s RightsLink service provide an automated permissions service for the
majority of commercial academic publishers.
RightsLink is suitable for most journal content, including extracts of text, tables and figures,
authored by a third party.
If you intent to include content from a journal article you have authored / co-authored, please refer
to the heading ‘Including your research papers in your thesis’ below.

Steps to obtain permission via RightsLink
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅

Locate the published journal article on the publisher’s website
Select ‘Rights and Permissions’ or ‘Rights and Content’ (or similar)
You will be redirected to RightLinks®
Select how you wish to reuse content – use in thesis/dissertation
Complete additional permission for reuse options
Select continue and request a licence through RightsLink
Create an account, (if you have not already done so)
Retain a copy of the licence permission received
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⋅

Ensure you comply with the licence terms and conditions and include a copy of the permission
in an appendix to your thesis.

How do I obtain written permission directly from a copyright holder?
Written Permission requests may be more suitable for content sourced from:
⋅ Books e.g. text, images, photographs, artwork
⋅ Company reports, market research or industry analysis
⋅ Commercial surveys/questionnaires
⋅ Screen captures of software applications
⋅ Websites and social media applications/platforms
⋅ Material not publicly available such as letters or unpublished manuscripts
The General permission request template provides guidance on the type of information to include
when approaching a copyright holder directly for permission.

Steps to obtain written reuse permissions via permission request template
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅

Identify who owns the copyright to the material and source their contact details.
Complete the General permission request template
This template specifies the thesis will be made publically available online via Curtin’s
Institutional Repository, espace.
You may also state that the reuse is for non-commercial and educational purposes, as this may
increase the willingness of the copyright holder to provide permission.
Retain a copy of the correspondence received.
Ensure you comply with the permission terms and conditions and include a copy of the
permission in an appendix to your thesis.

What if I can’t obtain copyright permission?
In some circumstances it may not be possible to obtain copyright permission for reuse.
If you are unable to obtain permission for the reuse of specific third party content you may still
include the material in the version of your thesis you submit for examination. Provided only a
reasonable portion of copyright material is reused, the Fair Dealing provision for research and study
does cover reproduction of copyright material for examination purposes.
However you will need to create a second version of your thesis suitable for public display in espace.
The second version will require all copyright material without reuse permission to be removed and
replaced with the following statement, directing the reader to the publisher version:
The [insert full name and bibliographic information of publication/image] is unable to be
reproduced here due to copyright restrictions. The content can instead be accessed via
[insert URL, DOI or name of publication etc.].
Both the full examination version and the edited public display version are required to be deposited
to espace.
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For more information on redacting copyright content for your thesis refer to Redacting content from
thesis public display version.
For more information on depositing your thesis to espace, refer to Curtin Higher degree by research
Thesis and examination content.

Including your research papers in your thesis
If you intend to include a journal article, conference paper or book chapter you have previously
published, presented or co-authored in your thesis, you will need to determine which version of the
work you intend to include and make sure you are entitled to reuse this material and communicate
it online through espace.
Often you (the author) will be required to transfer copyright over content to the publisher as a
condition of publication. This means the publisher holds copyright over some or all versions of the
content and you will need to seek permission from the publisher to deposit the published version
into espace.
Sometimes you may have the option to publish the paper on an open access basis, generally licensed
under Creative Commons which means you don’t need further permission to copy and include it in
your thesis copy.

Can I include the published version of article in the thesis I submit for examination?
You may include the published version of your third-party copyright article in the thesis version you
submit for examination. Obtain permission via RightsLink as detailed above, ensuring to indicate you
are the author of the article and reuse is for inclusion in thesis/dissertation

Can I include the published version of my article in the thesis I deposit to espace?
You may include the published version of your article in the thesis version you deposit to espace
provided you have obtained copyright permission from the copyright holder to publically display the
content in an institutional repository. This permission is quite separate to obtaining permission for
reuse in a thesis via RightsLink above.
Different journals have different author reuse rights, including the article version permitted for
public display in an institutional repository. Ensure you include only the article version permitted by
your Publisher in the public version of your thesis deposited to espace.
Carefully read the terms and conditions of all publishing agreements to understand what rights are
assigned to the publisher and what rights you retain as the author.
For example, publisher agreements may determine:
⋅
⋅
⋅

the version of the paper that can be deposited into an institutional repository (accepted
manuscript or published version),
the requirement to embargo content deposited into an institutional repository for a specified
time period,
the requirement to acknowledge and link to a published version of the content.
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There are three ways to check what your publishing agreement permits you to do:
1. Check the publishing agreement
2. Check the publishers website or contact them directly
3. Check Sherpa Romeo

How do I check copyright ownership and reuse conditions on my published article?
⋅
⋅
⋅

Review the copyright details on the published version of your article as outlined in your
publishing/author agreement
If the copyright is © Journal / Publisher please investigate the publisher website for reuse rights
or contact the publisher directly for written permission.
If your published article is licenced under Creative Commons, you can include the published
version in your thesis deposited to espace.

How do I investigate the publisher website for author reuse rights associated with my
published article?
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅

Locate the home page of the journal on the publisher’s website
Look for links to information such as ‘Instructions for authors’, ‘Rights and Permissions’, ‘Author
rights’, ‘Sharing Policy’, etc.
Review this information, specifically in reference to author reuse of the published article or
accepted manuscript in a thesis/dissertation, and reuse in an institutional repository.
For a quick guide refer to the Publisher author rights summary table in Curtin’s Guide to espace.

How do I contact the publisher for permission to reuse my published article in my
thesis and deposit to espace?
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅

Source publisher contact details.
Complete the Copyright Permission request for own published work
Retain a copy of the correspondence received.
Ensure you comply with the permission terms and conditions and include a copy of the
permission in an appendix to your thesis.

What if I have misplaced my publishing agreement?
Publishing agreements are legal documents and are critical to the academic publishing landscape.
They should be retained like any important legal document. However, if you cannot locate your
publishing agreement you can still determine which version of your article is suitable for inclusion in
your thesis made publicly available in espace.
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅

Check copyright ownership and reuse details on the published version of your content
Investigate publisher website for author rights in regard to reuse in an institutional repository
Contact the publisher for written verification of version suitable for deposit into an institutional
repository
Check Sherpa Romeo for correct article version to include in thesis deposited to espace
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How do I check Sherpa Romeo for correct article version to include in thesis deposited
to espace?
Sherpa Romeo is an online resource that provides summaries of publisher copyright and open access
archiving policies on a journal-by-journal basis.
⋅
⋅
⋅
⋅

Access Sherpa Romeo website at https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/
Enter Journal Title
Review Publisher Policy information for suitable article version to deposit in an Institutional
Repository.
For further information see Curtin’s Guide to espace.

Is my published article subject to an embargo period?
Your publishing agreement will stipulate any embargo period applicable to your article. In
circumstances where your publishing agreement is unavailable, Sherpa Romeo can also provide
embargo information for specific journal titles.
⋅
⋅
⋅

Access Sherpa Romeo website at https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/romeo/
Enter Journal Title
Review the Publisher Policy, paying particular attention to the type of article version (Published,
Accepted or Submitted) and embargo period, delineated by the hourglass icon.

Does the publisher require a particular citation or acknowledgement when
reproducing a published article in my thesis?
Often a condition of reproducing an article in a thesis is the inclusion of a citation statement and link
to published version. Ensure you include the citation wording specified by the publisher adjacent to
your article in your thesis. Refer to the Publisher author rights summary table in Curtin’s Guide to
espace.

Need more information?
Contact the Library Copyright team at Library-Copyright@curtin.edu.au
Contact the Library espace team at espace@curtin.edu.au
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